Worksheet 2. Vocabulary practice

Choose the correct completion.

1. A sailboat in good condition doesn’t sink. It (floats / flies).

2. A vehicle that travels in space is a (spacecraft / sailboat).

3. When you are on a boat, train, plane, or spacecraft, we say you are (aboard / below).

4. A (wheel / module) is one separate part of a larger thing that can function by itself for a separate purpose.

5. The sides of the room are its (walls / ceilings).

6. A glass breaks when it falls and (drops / hits) the floor.

7. When you reach the corner, (go around / go straight). Don’t turn right and don’t turn left.

8. These stairs are very steep, Grandma. Grab onto the (handrail / door) so you won’t fall.

9. Be careful when you get out of the car. Don’t (bump / turn) your head.

10. Jane and Dick don’t eat meat. (Rarely / Instead) they eat vegetables. They’re vegetarians.

11. Traffic lights and traffic signs (control / hold onto) the traffic.

12. When I shop in the supermarket, I (pull / push) the shopping cart in front of me.

13. When I travel with my suitcase, I (pull / push) my suitcase behind me.

14. Sometimes I tie several suitcases together with a (tire / bungee strap).

15. (Glass / Velcro®) consists of two pieces of material that stick together. It is useful on a spacecraft because it holds things on surfaces.